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SHIFTING CONSUMER PREFERENCES
TO CONVENIENCE AND SHOPPING LOCAL
Attracting and retaining customers are top priorities for
Australian-owned small, independent businesses in 2022.
The evolving nature of the pandemic and state and federal
government responses to it continue to impact businesses
across Australia differently, depending on their location,
industry, and online presence.
However, retailers’ efforts to meet buyers’ needs when they
have needed it most during COVID hasn’t gone unnoticed
by shoppers in town and cities across the country. Shopify
research shows that 80% of shoppers say buying locally is
important to them with proximity (77%) and wanting to
support local (60%) 1 listed as the key reasons why.
This, combined with challenging global and local supply
chain issues, work f rom home measures, and the easing
of restrictions on movement, is making shopping locally
more appealing to consumers.

With this change in consumer behaviour and the focus
shifting f rom global to local, independent businesses
need to attract and retain customers by responding in
new ways to shoppers’ shifting needs. This requires tools
and resources to capitalise on emerging shopper trends,
which are not only to buy online but – all importantly – to
shop in store, which most Australians prefer doing (64%1) to
help keep the country’s main streets and local businesses
surviving and thriving.
To attract customers, small independent retailers need
to further increase their visibility and brand awareness
within their local communities. They also need to focus
on retaining new customers and creating more long-term
customer relationships with the people living in and around
their neighbourhoods.

“Most Australians still prefer shopping in store but attracting and
retaining customers needs to be viewed through a new lens.”
LOCAL LIKE US
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S U P P O R T R E TA I L E R S A R E L O O K I N G F O R
To help retailers respond to changing
consumer needs, Leading Edge Retail
has launched a nationwide initiative
called Local Like Us. The initiative
focuses on providing Members with
tangible support to attract and retain
customers by leveraging the strength
of its community and Leading Edge
Retail’s status as a trusted and
recognised Australian brand.

1 million potential consumers through
a partnership program that will see
their businesses appear as Leading
Edge Retail stores on websites of large
organisations with mass nationwide
reach. This network is a uniquely
independent group of retailers across
industries and sectors – presenting
customers with a wide range of choice.

Members who choose to participate
in Local Like Us are supported with
exclusive marketing tools and programs,
which are designed to showcase their
business to new audiences both locally
and nationally.

Shoppers can search for the location
of these Member stores across Australia
through an online Store Locator map
and clearly identify them within local
communities through a participating
Member decal which store owners can
apply to their shop window.

By joining the initiative, retailers
become “Local Like Us businesses” and
are eligible to extend their reach to over

In store, participating Members are
also eligible to sell the Leading Edge
Retail gift card and offer a loyalty card

to customers, providing shoppers with
convenience and a way to gift the spirit
of shopping locally. By empowering
customers with physical gift and loyalty
cards (with details that can be checked
online), buyers are actively encouraged
to visit stores and experience the
benef its of shopping in-person. This
provides retailers with an opportunity
to meet consumers’ needs for human
connection and customer service.
This support places Local Like Us
businesses in a stronger position to
seize growth, capitalise on rapidly
changing trends and retain customers
going forward. This ebook will help you
become a Local Like Us business by
marrying together the initiative’s two
key pillars for growth: Brand Awareness
and New Customer Retention.

“Accessing over a million prospective customers is a huge
advantage for Leading Edge Retail Members”

LOCAL LIKE US
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STRONG BRAND PRESENCE
TO D R IVE AWA R E N E S S
Small, independent local businesses face a
unique set of challenges when it comes to
building brand awareness and attracting
new customers in 2022.

However, to help small retail businesses to
survive and thrive, and retain the diversity of
our main streets, your business needs to be
discoverable, now more than ever.

Research shows Australians are the most
active online shoppers in the world 2. The
convenience of online grew as more and
more people were pushed to shop this way
during the pandemic. The boom has also
been matched by growth in omnichannel
market tactics to attract new customers.
Both these trends are predicted to continue.

There is no getting around the fact
that online is predicted to continue
growing and a mix of bricks and mortar
and ecommerce is recommended to
foster business growth going forward.
According to research, 66% of people
are now likely to research in-stock availability
details online before visiting a bricks and
mortar store1.

All of this has made it particularly challenging
for small, independent retailers reliant on
foot traff ic to help generate brand awareness,
and with limited resources, capabilities, and
budget to compete with larger stores to
drive awareness online.

Not having presence online is considered
a barrier to shopping locally for a quarter
of those aged 25-39 and 27% of consumers
aged 18-241.

“Protecting the diversity of shops in our local
communities relies on small retail stores being
notably visible and discoverable online.”

LOCAL LIKE US

2. Publicis Sapient Digital Life Index 2021 as reported in marketingmag.com.au, Nov 2021
1. 5 Trends for the Future of Retail in Australia | Shopify
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We back small retailers with a range
of professional services and flexible
financial and support solutions tailored
to each Member. We help you leverage
our strength as one of Australia’s largest
connected communities, while retaining
the freedom of being an independent.
To learn more visit leadingedgegroup.com.au

LOCAL LIKE US
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R E CO M M E N DAT I O N S TO
SURVIVE AND THRIVE
Be visible

To reach local customers, it goes without saying that
you should make use of f ree online tools such as
Google My Business to make sure your business is
visible to local searches and visible on Google Maps.
This ensures that consumers searching for your store
by name can see its location and other details, such as
your opening hours and phone number.
Organic social and content also play essential roles
in creating brand awareness for all retail stores. For
example, 83% of people surveyed by Facebook IQ say
that Instagram helps them to discover new products
and services3.

Let customers know who you are

Stand out f rom your competitors by marketing your
store’s customer service and showcasing it as proudly
local and independent. Telling your brand’s story instore also lets customers engage and relate to your
values, which is important for purpose-driven shoppers.
Focusing on a sense of belonging and the ways in which

LOCAL LIKE US

your business creates social impact or gives back to
the local community also gives them an opportunity
to choose your business based on shared values.
To encourage customers to visit your store and
capitalise on consumer desire to buy Australian
made, consider promoting ‘in-store only’ sales and
highlighting products that are made or sourced f rom
within the country.

Leverage partnerships

To create a community, 41% of consumers think partnerships and sponsorships with other organisations is
a service that retailers could provide1. It’s also a way
you can grow your brand awareness by leveraging off
the brand trust and recognition of businesses and
organisations that are potentially larger than your
own. A scarcity of time, resources and budget makes
it preferable for small businesses to use the benef its
of the Memberships it holds with organisations to
realise this potential.

3. How Instagram Boosts Brands and Drives Sales | Facebook IQ
1. 5 Trends for the Future of Retail in Australia | Shopify
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HOW LOCAL LIKE US
H E L P S R E TA I L E R S
Leveraging the partnership network that Leading
Edge Retail has established can provide shortcuts
to growth that small retailers need in a rapidly
changing market. It can also help level the
playing f ield between your business and larger
competitors.
For example, Leading Edge Retail advertises
and features on the websites (and in marketing
material, such as brand magazines) of nationwide
organisations in its partner network, to help
promote Local Like Us businesses.
The customers of organisations in the aff iliation
partnership program receive a 5% discount
on selected products when they shop at any
Local Like Us business across the Leading Edge
Retail community and show their aff iliation
program membership card. This value exchange
increases your store’s brand awareness and attracts
customers to your shop who may not have been
aware of your existence before.

LOCAL LIKE US

Leading Edge Retail also provides Local Like Us
businesses with store window decal stickers, so
customers can recognise your store as being part
of the community. Your store becomes clearly
identif iable, so shoppers are well informed as they
embark on their shopping journey, f rom the point
of store entry through to payment.
With so many options of where to shop, it’s crucial
that your customers can identify you as a local
business that’s part of a trusted, established
Australian community.
To support shoppers’ desire to search online
before visiting in-store, Local Like Us businesses
throughout Australia are visible on the Store
Locator on Leading Edge Retail’s website. This
shows customers who have come through the
partnership program, all the stores where they
can receive a 5% discount on selected products.
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RETAINING CUSTOMERS IN A NEW ERA
“In-store
experiences
should focus on
providing all the
personalisation and
benefits that online
shopping can’t
deliver.”

LOCAL LIKE US

Ensuring new customers come back to your store postpandemic is partly dependent on your ability to build
relationships with them now. Providing f ree shipping
and a range of delivery options, easy and f ree returns,
eff icient customer service, and click-and-collect are
now table stakes for consumers.
However, evidence also suggests that small, local
independent businesses have an edge over large
businesses, and an opportunity to leverage the human
connection that customers are looking for. Your
ability to provide personalised customer service and
in-store shopping experiences are ways to generate a
strong sense of community for consumers.

Focusing on the challenges that customers face with
online shopping to develop and promote your in-store
shopping experience, alongside your online presence,
is an ideal place to start. Not being able to touch, feel
and see the size of items, and verify how products
look, are key areas of concern that consumers have
with online shopping.
Businesses that also empower shoppers to purchase
in-person will meet shopper expectations in this area
and will satisfy their need for human connection,
customer service and a desire to support their local
community. For example, gift cards and loyalty cards
that need to be redeemed in store are marketing
strategies that retailers can leverage to great success.
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LEVERAGE YOUR SMALL
B U S I N E S S A DVA N TAG E S
Market your in-store experience

To encourage local shoppers to experience the benef its
of shopping in-person, market your in-store experience
around the benef its of feeling, physically seeing and
even using your products, so they can see if items are
right for them. They enter your store when they’re in
buying mode, so focusing on these areas makes it easy
for them to purchase with conf idence.
Your ability to meet and greet customers and provide
rewards for purchases made in-store, plus your expert
product knowledge, and skill at distilling global trends
into local insights are all highly valued in-person
attributes that are diff icult for customers to experience
by shopping online.
Consumers are also concerned with receiving the
wrong item when they shop online and are less likely
to return items that are purchased in-store. Promoting
your in-store expertise and easy returns, can make for
a better overall shopping experience and keep them
coming back more f requently.

LOCAL LIKE US

Create a sense of community

One of the main reasons why customers (especially
those aged 65 and over) want to shop locally is to support
local business owners and the Australian economy.
Loyalty cards are one of the key services retailers can
provide to build a sense of community and create and
maintain long-term customer relationships, because
these offer a f inancial incentive to shop and build an
emotional connection that drives repeat sales. Some
of Australia’s highest performing retail businesses are
focusing their marketing efforts on loyalty programs.

Be convenient

Consumer behaviour is changing with shoppers less
likely to browse in store now than pre-pandemic. Ideally,
you should offer customers a way to check your stock
levels online and order for in-store pickup.
Conversely, they should also be able to order in-store
for delivery. To stay competitive, aim to make deliveries
f ree and with options for paid fast delivery. Great
after-sales support and knowledge also helps reassure
customers that they’ve made the right choice and will
keep them coming back to repurchase f rom your store.
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HOW LOCAL LIKE US
H E L P S R E TA I L E R S
Research shows most Australian shoppers expect
to be rewarded through online (71%) or in-store
(63%) loyalty programs1. Leading Edge Retail
offers Local Like Us businesses loyalty cards that
provide shoppers with a 5% discount on selected
in-store products. The partnership program is an
extension of this initiative, helping to increase
brand awareness and attract new customers to
all Local Like Us stores.
Across industries, gift cards are widely adopted to
promote businesses, increase brand awareness,
reduce f raud, attract new customers and
guarantee future buyers.

Through the online Store Locator map on the
Leading Edge Retail website, shoppers are able
to see the Local Like Us stores across the country
where gift cards are sold and redeemed, and
where loyalty cards are offered and can be used
to receive a 5% discount.
Consumers are favouring gift cards as supply chain
disruptions and low stock brings uncertainty to
gift giving. Improving living standards and hectic
schedules are also adding to shoppers’ need for
gift cards as convenient and easy gifting methods.
In Australia, the gift card industry is predicted to
achieve strong growth f rom 2021 to 2025 4 .

Local Like Us businesses are able to sell Leading
Edge Retail gift cards in-store. These can be
redeemed at any participating store, guaranteeing
future customers for Local Like Us shops.

LOCAL LIKE US

1. 5 Trends for the Future of Retail in Australia | Shopify
4. Australia Gift Card and Incentive Card Market Future Growth Dynamics Q2 2021: A US$ 7839.1 Million Market by 2025 | Business Wire
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SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES
FOR GROWTH
Small independent retailers who connect and optimise for the two pillars of growth – Brand
Awareness and Retaining New Customers – using recommended practices and the tangible
support that Local Like Us businesses receive f rom Leading Edge Retail, are better positioned
to seize growth, capitalise on rapidly changing trends and retain customers going forward.
Ultimately, this is designed to drive customers to your store and empower a better brand
and shopper experience for those who choose to shop locally and support your business, and
community. It also helps to differentiate your store f rom the competition and give it a unique
voice in the local community.
As more than 500 Members have discovered, Leading Edge Retail is here to support you to survive
and thrive in retail by leveraging the power of our community and its extensive capabilities to
bring you results that help to keep your business strong.

LOCAL LIKE US
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